Date: 2021-10-01
First Name: Anuradha
Last Name: Koli
Title: N/A
Organization: Self
Address: [redacted]
City: AUSTIN
State: TX
Zipcode: [redacted]
Phone: [redacted]

Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: Senate

Message:
The new redistricting maps drawn by the GOP are designed to suppress my vote and every Black and Brown vote in Texas. It is a blatant attempt to cheat and steal future elections because the GOP know they can no longer win on their racist, sexist platform. They have deliberately falsified white majority districts in Central Texas and elsewhere in the state. They know the majority of Texans are against their cruel, inhumane policies and instead of trying to change to win our votes, they are suppressing our votes to build a permanent apartheid in our state. The GOP is a cancer on the state and the country. The good people of Texas deserve so much better.